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Where are we now
Area introduction - once upon a time in England there was place called Leeds.
Leeds is the second largest metropolitan district in the UK, covering 552 square kilometres. Although Leeds itself is an extensive urban area, the surrounding countryside accounts
for approximately two-thirds of the city council’s total area, with the majority being designated as Green Belt. A key feature of the Leeds landscape is the considerable variety of
landform, vegetation, patterns of cultivation, character of settlements and communications networks, which together create the great diversity of landscape character within the
area.1 The present day landscape of the Leeds area is a product of the physical and human influences that have shaped its basic structure and appearance. The underlying geology and the processes of erosion and deposition have had a profound effect on the landscape, influencing not only landform, soils and vegetation communities, but also the
human activities dependent upon or affected by them. In turn, and of particular significance to the Leeds district, is the influence of man’s activities in changing natural vegetation
patterns to suit human needs and introducing manmade elements into the landscape.2 The physical form of the man-made landscape owes more to the changes wrought in the
last 1200 years from the mid-Anglo-Saxon period onwards, than it does to the first 9,000 years 3 in Leeds history.
“The Leeds district contains a variety of natural and semi-natural habitats, many of which make an important contribution to the character of the landscape and are important
for their nature conservation interest. This varied pattern of vegetation cover is a reflection to some extent of the wide diversity of geology and topography within the district, but
has also been heavily influenced by man’s activities. The importance of many of these areas of semi-natural habitat has already been recognised, with 16 Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSls), 31 Sites of Ecological and Geological Importance (SEGls) two Local Nature Reserves (LNRs) 4 Small pockets of semi-natural grassland occur within the district, their
species composition varying with the underlying geology, between the acidic rocks of the Millstone Grit and the base rich soils of the limestone belt. Ruderal or marginal grassland
habitats also occur throughout the district, mainly in areas of past human disturbance. Many of these types of habitats exist within the green corridors or areas of encapsulated
countryside which extend far into the heart of the urban area, such as the Kirkstall []valley 5”

• Leeds has a fractured and isolated green spaces
picture across the city.
• There are a number of active green community
groups working on a variety of sites with various
foci, from building and construction to creating
GI led design in housing, to bee keeping
initiatives, urban growing groups and schools
championing gardening initiatives. 8

• There are 774,060 people living in Leeds (Mid-Year Estimate of
Population 2015)
• 18.9% of the population are from an ethnic minority group (2011
Census)
• The population is projected to grow to 819,000 people by 2024. 7

• The Leeds economy was worth a total
of £20.9 billion in 2013, forecast to
grow by 12.4% in the next 5 years.
• A Full Time worker living in Leeds now
earns an average of £495.60 per
week, an annual salary of £26,224.
• In April 2014, 68.4% of the 16-64
population in Leeds were classed as
employed or self-employed, this
equates to 427,300 people in the
labour market. 7

• The average price paid for a house in Leeds was £180,299
in 2015.
• In Leeds 539 properties were bought with the support of
Help to Buy equity loans (up to 31st August 2014). This is the
7
2nd highest figure for a local authority in England.
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• Leeds is home to more than 180,000 children and
young people.
• There are 1385 registered Early Years settings, 809
of which are childminders.
• There are 217 mainstream primary schools
(without nursery classes), two infant, two junior, 38
mainstream secondary schools and three
through-schools across Leeds. 6

Leeds
at a
glance

• Leeds is 31 out of 326 when ranking on proportion
of neighborhoods (Lower Super Output Areas
LSOAs) in most deprived 10% nationally.
• Leeds has 105 neighborhoods (LSOAs) in the most
deprived 10% nationally. This is 22% of all Leeds
LSOAs (2015).
• Leeds has 148 neighbohoods (LSOAs) in the most
deprived 20% nationally. This is 31% of all Leeds
LSOAs (2015).

• Although there are various transport options available
across Leeds, transport is dominated by the car.
• The topography of the city area in real terms means that
even though cycling is supported, few people use it
regularly as their main means of transport.
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Where are we now
Site introduction - Kirkstall

The upper Kirkstall Valley has one major road crossing point and all other traffic routes
along the valley are busy and congested. Kirkstall, Armley, Bramley and Stanningley local authority ward boundaries intersect within the valley however the project Germ site
is much more immediately linked topographically with the Kirkstall ward. The site area is
linked via public transport connections across not only the 3 closest wards of but with the
whole of the Leeds city area easily as bus routes run frequently along the A65 from the city
Centre and out towards Horsforth and the countryside beyond.

Topography of the Kirkstall Valley and surounding area
:scale 1:5000
The Kirkstall Valley is an area of Leeds where human activity more than any other force
of nature has had a profound effect on the landscape shape and function.
The river Aire valley corridor has been used as an important element in the industrialisation and urbanisation of the city over the centuries. The valley bottom, being susceptable to repeated flooding, most recently in 2015, has escaped the majority of the built
environment development which has occured on all sides around it.
As a result the green encapsulated countryside which makes up the Kirkstall Valley exists bounded and disected by transport routes, predominately non-pedestrian, with the
large populations in the local wards surrounding it passing by and largely taking it for
granted.
The main road through the area is the A65, one of the main arterial connections of the
city linking the commercial and residential sectors of the city centre to the surrounding
suburbs and conurbations. On a daily basis the A65 conveys up to 20,000 vehicles predominately cars, has intermittent cycle way routes and dedicated bus lanes along it
and provides the city with an important link to the Leeds Bradford International Airport at
Yeadon. It is a highly congested route with proposals to develop more intensive housing
areas along its length into the future, putting the fate and the extent of the green belt
spaces in jeapordy.
Recognising the two speeed nature of transport, motor and pedestrian, through the
area and the inbalance between them, the Kirkstall neighbourhood ward is working to
increase the mileage of available and officially registered footpaths through the area by
1 January 2026 in order to enable them to be kept open for the use of all residents and
visitors of the area. The awareness and registration of public footpaths may also inhibit
the negative impact of green belt degredation with its wider consequences locally, nationally and globally on our green infrastructures.9

85m

Road networks and topography of the Kirkstall Valley around the Project
Germ site. scale 1:10 000

35m

35m
35m
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Where are we now
Project Germ site introduction
Across the closest 6 wards surrounding the study site, within approximately 3 kilometres to either side, there are 30 primary schools and 5 secondary schools, and all their residential feeder areas of families and communities. These are all
potential users of the Project Germ site for both educational and recreational uses. The child minders of the locality are
also potential users of the green space.
The Project Germ site sits within the Kirkstall Valley, highlighted in green. It
focusses on the A65 road corridor, the residential area to the north including the primary schools and to the south the scrap woodland between the
A65 and the River Aire loop across to the Kirkstall Valley Nature reserve belonging to the Yorkshire Wildlife Trust. The site occupies an area of 135,026
square meters.

commercial zone

residential areas

school

The routes across the A65 to link the green spaces and the human populations
are currently very limited with the effect of dis-engaging the green spaces as
possible areas for learning, play, relaxation, exercise and community cohesion
from the residential and school zones around it. The pedestrian access is currently 1 pelican crossing, shown as the solid black line, and 2/3 refuge islands
mid traffic along the A65. The current access into the ature reserve is a long
and quiet walk adjacent to the railway lines shown here as a dotted, and then
across a weir but only at low water levels.

Kirkstall Valley
Nature reserve

agricultural land
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A65
toward
Leeds

Distribution of the primary and secondary schools around the Project
Germ site scale 1 : 40 000

Zonal map showing pedestrian routes into green space Scale 1:2500
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Project Germ site photographs
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1
A65 looking towards Leeds city centre, 4 lanes of traffic and
a central reservation make the width of the road nearly 9m
wide without any controlled crossing point for more than
200m.

2
Wide empty pavements heading towards Kirkstall past commercial units.

3
A rare view across the road almost without a car in the
way.

4
Current signage towards the scrub woodland area from the
A65.

5
There are many different commercial operations on different
scales along this section of the A65.

6
Green signage overwhelmed by the commercial outlets at
the project site, all vehicle related.
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7
Intensive back to back terraced housing, to the north
of the A65 nad towards the city centre from the project germ site. Intensive housing area.

8
Access routes into the scrap woodland area dominated by road
side car parking.

9
Semi-detached housing stock along the A65.

10
Public transport links adjacent to the green scrap
woodland, with pedestrian crossing point nearby,
looking towards Leeds city centre.

11
The only current access point into the Kirkstall Valley Nature
Reserve along a long very quiet unsafe feeling lane then down
this beautiful leafy track to a ford only crossable in low water
conditinos.

12
Public transport , again with no crossing A65 links towards the wild green areas, Looking towards Kirkstall
from the north side of the A65.
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13
Remenents of the sites inustrial heritage when function took
precedenc over amenity for the surrounding populations.
Looking towards St Annes Mill.

16
The site has a beautiful light and an open canopy of young
tree cover,
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14
A variety of derelict structures offer both variety and risk in
access across the site.

15
A lack of definable route makes exploration of the area only
for the intrepid few - and the fishermen/women it seems.

17
An old water course structure reminds us of the sites industrial heritage.

18
In areas the slope of the site offers protection form the fumes
and noise of the main road but simultaneously inhibits access.
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20
One of the current access points
into the scrub
woodland from
the A65. Step
slippery steps.

21
Once into the
scrub woodland the
sounds of the road
are really quickly
left behind, and
bird song and the
sounds from the
river over take the
senses.

19
The view of the island element of the Kirkstall Valley Nature
Reserve across the wide slow shallow river from the north
bank.

22
The scrub woodland undulates and broadens surprisingly as
you walk further into it. There are a mixture of mature and
young trees and an open understorey layer.
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23
More remenants of previous site uses and heritage are visible
intermittently along the walk from the road towards the river.

24
Before the decent towards the river some seating looks unused.
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25
The raised areas of the scrub woodland, no footpaths cross this area currently

27
The Fish ladder and weir in the river
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26
Path signage

28
Where the track down from the Main road meets the Goit side walk and the viewing area over the River
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31
The Goit side
feels far from
the busy feel
of the A65
road corridor.

29
The Goit side walk is fairly wide in places and protected from
the agricultural land beyone by a banking.

30
The water in the Goit is fairly slow moving and shallow with
a deep clay mud layer.

33
Industrial
materials can
be seen along
the goit.

34
Older trees
along the Goit
are sculptural and quite
beautiful places where human activity
has naturally
congrugated

32
A steep banking rises from the Goit side up into the main
body of the scrap woodland area.
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Why change?
Key Drivers for change - Globally

Today “over half of the world’s population (54 per cent) lives in urban areas []. The coming decades will bring further profound changes to the size and spatial distribution of the global
population. The continuing urbanization and overall growth of the world’s population is projected to add 2.5 billion people to the urban population by 2050, with nearly 90 per cent of the
increase concentrated in Asia and Africa. At the same time, the proportion of the world’s population living in urban areas is expected to increase, reaching 66 per cent by 2050.’10 11
Within this global picture we also see the changing health of our children and
adults in terms of their obesity. The social, personal and economic impact of this trend is
huge and is being tackled on many different levels within countries across the world.
In their report published in 2004 Lobstein, Baur and Uauy 14 tell us that - “Ten per
cent of the world’s school-aged children are estimated to be carrying excess body fat
[], with an increased risk for developing chronic disease. Of these overweight children,
a quarter are obese, with a significant likelihood of some having multiple risk factors for
type 2 diabetes, heart disease and a variety of other co-morbidities before or during
early adulthood. The prevalence of overweight is dramatically higher in economically
developed regions, but is rising significantly in most parts of the world. “
Lobstein, Baur and Uauy have identified social trends across the globe which proliferate this situation, the top 3 of which are:
As the human population grows we seem to be indulging in ‘3 planet living’ Natalie Bennet – Green Party - denuding the planet rashly and with short term gains only in the mind, and
assuming human superiority over natural systems without impact.
‘Population growth, climate change, resource depletion, pollution and urbanisation are
all major global challenges facing humankind and nowhere more than in our cities. The
quality of our urban environments is particularly at risk and vulnerable. As we move
towards a more sustainable future it is critical that cities adapt to and address these
contemporary challenges.’12
Two geopolitical frameworks specifically address the link between urban green space
and health.
•		
The Parma Declaration commits by 2020 “to provide each child with access … to
green spaces in which to play and undertake physical activity”.

Increase in use of motorized transport, e.g. to school.
Increase in traffic hazards for walkers and cyclists.
Fall in opportunities for recreational physical activity.

60% of all urban dwellers will be under the age of 18
by 2030 15

•		
The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, which pledges to “leave no one
behind”, sets the target in Sustainable Development Goal 11.7 to “provide universal access to
safe, inclusive and accessible, green and public spaces, in particular for women and children,
older persons and persons with disabilities”.
The topic of urban green space is also embedded in the priority area “creating resilient
communities and supportive environments” of the WHO Health 2020 policy framework. 13
Cities Alive - Project Germ 2017 Emily Jones

Drivers for Cities Alive16

Global factors and trends driving change within the realm of child-friendly cities

17
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Key Drivers for change - Nationally and Regionally

Currently most of the United Kingdom population lives in the urban environment and the expectation is that this will rise into the future. The separation of people from the natural world is a
consequence of this urbanisation which began most profoundly in the Industrial Revolution.
‘During the late 18th and early 19th centuries, Britain experienced change in all aspects
of life, as a result of the Industrial Revolution. Scientific advances and technological innovations brought growth in agricultural and industrial production, economic expansion and
changes in living conditions, while at the same time there was a new sense of national
identity and civic pride. The most dramatic changes were witnessed in rural areas, where
the provincial landscape often became urban and industrialized following advances in
agriculture, industry and shipping. ‘18
The Natural environments within our urban spaces, our cities and towns, are threatened
by ever more demand on their resources and by the impact of our overuse of the natural resources locally, nationally and globally. Seeking to address the combining issues of sustainable
development, urbanisation and climate change, at the national level a variety of policies have
emerged over the years. These still seem to sit within the political realm and whims, and do not
appear to have settled into either the national consciousness, national identity or collective values as is seen in other countries. In the current socio-political climate, and in light of the national
divisions created by Brexit, work to ensure that the importance of design led green infrastructure
solutions to new urban developments as well as retrofitting past developments is ever harder,
but the challenges should not be thought of as unconquerable.

‘Emerging government policy in the UK such as the Natural Environment White Paper 2011 (NEWP) 2 and the National Planning Policy Framework 2012 (NPPF) 3 recognise
the essential contribution and services that by our natural environment can provide in
the move towards more sustainable development. These policies also reflect the public’s
interest in creating healthier, greener cities. Under the NPPF local plans are required to
incorporate polices addressing strategic priorities, with specific reference to the landscape. It also requires public bodies to cooperate on these proprieties across administrative boundaries. The NPPF emphasises the importance of the multifunctional use of land,
stipulating that planning should “promote mixed-use developments and encourage multiple benefits from the use of land in urban and rural areas, recognising that some open
land can perform many functions such as for wildlife, recreation, flood risk mitigation,
carbon storage or food production.’ 19

The United Kingdom is a nation of increasingly obese adults and children, with huge personal, social, and economic cost. We need to make our cities and urban spaces places where
healthy active lifestyles are enabled and encouraged and prioritised.
“Nearly two-thirds of adults (63%) in England were classed as being overweight (a body mass
index of over 25) or obese (a BMI of over 30) in 2015.In England, the proportion who were categorised as obese increased from 13.2% of men in 1993 to 26.9% in 2015 and from 16.4% of
women in 1993 to 26.8% in 2015. The rate of increase has slowed down since 2001, although
the trend is still upwards. The prevalence of obesity is similar among men and women, but
men are more likely to be overweight.
In 2015 to 2016, 19.8% of children aged 10 to 11 were obese and a further 14.3% were overweight. Of children aged 4 to 5, 9.3% were obese and another 12.8% were overweight.
This means a third of 10 to 11 year olds and over a fifth of 4 to 5 year olds were overweight
or obese.In summary, nearly a third of children aged 2 to 15 are overweight or obese and
younger generations are becoming obese at earlier ages and staying obese for longer.” 21

As a geographic region Yorkshire and the Humber has outcomes above the national average in terms of obesity levels.22

•

Leeds has a fractured and isolated green spaces picture across the city. 23

United Kingdom:Degree of Urbanisation 2006 - 2016 20
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Key Drivers for change locally

Overall Key Drivers from Cities Alive for Project Germ

Leeds is currently working within its own Child Friendly City Initiative and has produced 12 wishes for the city 24 ;
the city has Inclusive Growth strategy 2017 – 2028 in place 25 ;
There is a live 2030 vision statement for the city 26.
Whilst Project Germ is focused around a small site within Kirkstall ward, it is very much a part of the wider picture globally, nationally, regionally and locally. Naturally Kirkstall ward has its own
significant features, giving it an individual character and feel from the rest of the city Kirkstall Ward has its own forum group and is developing a neighbourhood plan, in which it draws on the
importance of resisting further attempts to lose more of its last remaining green spaces, partially through the priority to register public footpaths, against development potential.
Over the last 10 years there has been a sustained drive to develop the Kirkstall Valley Park (KVP) on an “amalgam of land which includes nature reserves, agricultural land, derelict buildings,
industrial infrastructure and parkland designed by Humphrey Renton.” 27
Kirkstall Valley also has several Old mill buidings where new use is being developed and there are a large number of stakeholders involved in both of these 2 green infrastructure proposals.

Connecting people to places
Enhancing biodiversity
Adapting existing landscapes for new users
Improving social inclusivity
Neighbourhood and society improvements
28

28
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Where do we want to be?

Case Study 1

Play streets

Concept

To infect the car dominated transport corridor of the A65 in Kirkstall, Leeds,
with pedestrian friendly links between the residential and school communities surrounding the Kirkstall Valley Nature Reserve and the reserve itself.
To begin to shift the balance from the countryside being encapsulated within the city, to the city being encapsulated within a supportive life affirming
green infrastructure.

commercial
zone

Aim

To create a green infrastructure which supports, enables and gives value to
the active engagement of the whole community with natural green playable space. In so doing the aim is to improve the physical health of the population; the amount of pedestrian friendly connections within the area; to
improve the air quality, and create green infrastructure based employment.

residential areas with
Play Sreets throughout

Playing out on your own street right outside your own front door used to be a normal activity for most children. Neighbours would know one another and everyone was included, under the wachful if ften remote eye of the adults of
the street. Times have changed, and societies norms have had a marked effect on how children and communities use streets. More often than not now the streets are domiated by either parked cars or moving traffic and parked cars.
There are fewer streets where people know their neighbours and greater social isolation across all age groups.While there are many unseen barriers to children playing outdoors, one very obvious one is the actual outdoor space you
have to play in, the links between various play places and the social visibility of the activity. making sace which recgnise the imprtance of children’s everyday freedoms and the affordances for play which spaces offer for children.
The Playing Out project promotes the resurrgence of play streets as a means of reclaiming these important community spaces and resisting the dominance fo the car on residential streets. Varirious councils across the country are supportive of this move and Leeds is one such council.
To improve this initiative in Leeds links could be made with the various green activism groups operating in the Kirkstall area including Kirkstall Healing Garden, Kirkstall Abbey Community Beds, Kirkstall community Garden, St.
Stephens Well Community garden, and LILAC the co-housing community with public gardens and private food growing initiative. When GI is broadened to include playstreets and the connections that can be created between children
fammilies communities, authorities and environmentalism, great things could happen.

residential areas with
Play Sreets throughout

school grounds

residential areas with
Play Sreets throughout
Kirkstall Valley
Nature reserve

New park area over the
buried A65, with community
hub building, bridge links
to the island, and woodland
play and pathways

agricultural land
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29

A65 toward
Leeds City
Centre
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Case Study 2

Amsterdam Museumplien car park

Case Study 3

Urban 95 project Bogata

30

Once the Museumplien in central Amsterdam was dominated by a huge main road and heavy conjestion from both cars and visiting coaches. In the 1990’s the area was re-thought and wisely the necessary but preferably unseen functions of the area were swept away under a green plain of grass all the way from the Rijksmuseum to the Concetgebouw. The underground area not only provides the essential parking spaces for hundreds of cars and many many coaches, but also the delivery area for a supermarket and an extension of the Van Gogh museum.
Giving priority of the space to pedestrians over traffic adn parking makes the area feel welcoming, and full of potential. An outstanding feature indicating the playfulness of the city as a whole, is that the above ground grass roof of the
supermarket is a beautiful space where people can sit climb up - a rarity in the flat topography of the city - and as a child gives the chance to roll down hill - fantastic!

Then
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31

Urban95 is the Bernard van Leer Foundation’s, 30 million euro initiative to make lasting change in the landscapes and opportunities that shape the crucial first five years of children’s lives. Urban95
is rooted in the belief that when urban neighbourhoods work well for pregnant women, babies, toddlers and young children, they also tend to nurture strong communities and economic development.
Cities can be wonderful places to grow up, rich with opportunities for learning. Yet urban environments can also pose challenges to families with young children:
Unsafe streets and limited public transport options can make it a struggle to get around to childcare, doctors, shops, or just out for a walk;
Poor air quality affects infants and young children more than healthy adults;
As urban populations expand, newcomers may be far from extended family and find it difficult to make friends who can support them with back up childcare, advice, or just a listening ear.
Research shows that children’s early experiences have effects that last a lifetime. Cities which give their young children a good start in life are helping to shape new generations of productive workers
and upstanding citizens. hey have and are developing neighburhoods in an array of countires around the world which differ vastly in their socio economic conditions. In Bogata Urban 95 is developing
child friendly streets and neighbourhoods through the combination of games and art, incorporating children’s voices into the conversations around their play landscapes.
In Bogata the city is looking is to involve the community in solving local problems such as lack of recreational areas and childcare places, use and enjoyment of public spaces, and improving pedestrian
safety, with the support of the Juntas de Acción Comunal (JAC), an institution in charge of representing local people’s needs before the city government. From the data gathering starting point they
plan work and areas around a central hub.
The co-operation between different strategic levels to bring about the child friendly city is a good exmple of how lateral thinking around problem can address and ssolve differing agendas, and broaden
the converstion around green infrastructure.

Now
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How are we going to get there - Key Moves

Key move 1 - Pedestrians prioritised and bio diversity enhanced

Key move 3 - Community engagement enabled and improved

To better conncet the community across the A65 and the vital green places within the Project Germ site, we will bury the A65 in a tunnel, thereby keeping the arterial transport link
into and out of the city, whilst prioritising pedestrian movement across the route.
Above the tunnel a park /open space will be created with undulating paths, communal seating and playing areas with environmental art installations.
The planting at the entrances of the tunnel will be intensified to reduce both noise and air
pollution from within the tunnel, and areas of meadow and edible shrubs will support a
wider biodiversity mix and opportunity for people to connect with the place than is currently
found on the road corridor.
The pubilc transport connections along the A65 will be maintained but improved to give
character to the site.
The surrounding residential street become regular playstreets for the communities living
there.

A change in use for the current commercial ventures, creates a green roofed community hub
building, which whilst having road access is totally focussed towards and around the green
spaces of the project site.
The hub provides basic provisions which address children, family and the wider communities barriers to engagement with the natural environment - toilet facitlities, local food organic cafe, wifi connections and activity spaces for all age groups.
The hub will be a space where green employment opportunities are supported, with spaces
for schools and youth work, community groups and the elderly to meet and interact.
The look out area infront of the building will refocus the population away from the busy
transport corridor towards the peace and tranquility of the river, nature reserve and woodland.

key move 2 - Pathways and playfulness
To create playful pathways throughout the site in a variety of forms including stepping
stones, woodland tracks, leaping blocks, giant blocks, wheelchair friendly surfaces, and riverside beach surfaces.
To promote open ended possibilities of play with huge climbing structures, an area for mass
games of off ground tig, water connections into the goit and a pond diping area on the island
reserve.
To create an area of open green space for group games.
To create areas for quite contemplation through the senses, making use of the natural
sounds of the river and nature through woodland megaphones and seating areas.
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key move 4 - Access and links across the river with nature
To create a bridge over the river linking the island nature reserve with the scrub woodland
area.
To maintain natures priority on the island by keeping the new pathways on the southern
side of the island only.
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How are we going to get there - Key Move 1

Intensified planting
The tunnel reduces air pollution and noise across the scrub
woodland and nature reserve, however at the tunnel entrances these aspects are intensified. To reduce this effect there is
increased density of planting between the tunnel and the residential areas to the north in both the canopy and shrub layer,
underplanted with native spring flowering bulbs.
Over the tunnel, to mask the essential safety barriers of the
structure, edible hedging areas especially of black thorn and
elderflower creatig foraging zones.

Play streets
The resedential streets become community spaces for play and
chat across the generations, led by local volunteers from the community on a rotational basis.
The streets are regularly closed to traffic and given over the street
play for children, integrating the generations and all children no
matter what form of education they are in.

32

33

Tunnel dimensions and gradients
The tunnel is large enough to accomodate all current transport variations along the A65 and the
entrance slopes are at a gradient of 1 in 12.

Bus stops
Where once they were just bus stops now they
become part of the whole playfullness focus of the
site, by the incorporation of swinging seats, setting
the tone of the area for visitors from across the
city.
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How are we going to get there - Key Move 2

Stepping stone paths thrugh the trees - chidlren never want to wlk alog ‘normal’ paths.
Giant log steps up and down slopes.

OPen space with integrated goal post trees.

35

Huge log climbing structures.
36

Environmental playable art includes giant
woodland mega phone structures and tree
houses.
37

38

Playable water connections at the goit and a
dipping platform on the island.
39
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How are we going to get there - Key Move 3

The green roofed hub building is archetecturally beautiful and
forms a central feature of the Project Germ plan. It is south facing
and the mass of the building forms a barrier between the rest of
the built residential and commercial environments, protecting the
peace and calm of the natural environment beyond it.
The links to and from the hub are predominently pedestrian, car
parking facilities as well as bike parking facilities are on offer.

40

41
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How are we going to get there - Key Move 4

The foot bridge connects the island nature reserve with the rest of the area,
enabling greater contact with with that environment and all the benfits
which that brings. The character of the foot bridge will be light and fluid in
dsign with materials reflecting the areas heritage.
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How are we going to get there - Key Moves

How are we going to get there - Key Moves
Key to overall plan
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Section drawings

Co - operating organnisations to make the change happen

B
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E
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Environment
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Children and
families of
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Kirkstall Valley
Park Group

D
C
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